Induction of anti-orange antibodies in rabbits.
The capacity of certain foods to cause allergic reactions is well known. The four types of mechanisms that Gell and Coombs described in 1968, are involved in these reactions, although the reaginic antibodies retain the paramount attention of the immunologists. The physiochemical composition of the allergen molecule is the goal of investigators with the purpose to clarify the intrinsic kinetics of antibody synthesis. This paper contributes to the conflicting data about orange allergens especially those obtained from Citrus Aurantium Sinensis and Citrus Silension (CAS and CS, respectively). Glycoproteins were separated by gel filtration through a Sephadex G-50 column. A definite protein peak was obtained meanwhile several hexoses appeared throughout the fractionation procedure. These molecules have adequate physiochemical properties that make them able to trigger the immunological response (molecular weight, definite chemical composition and glycoprotein content). Although CAS and CS have a similar chemical composition a slight inverse proportion of proteins and hexoses was demonstrated between the two classes. Molecular weights were different for CAS (51.500) and for CS (37.000) in comparison with well established protein makers. Ouchterlony revealed two precipitin lines in the CAS-anti-CAS system but none in the CS-anti-CS one. The Boyden technique showed a titre of 1/256 in the first case and only of 1/64 in the second of specific anti-orange antibodies. All the eluted fractions gave negative results although they were concentrated ten times by pre-evaporation. This animal model reinforced the statement that after a long and continuous exposure to orange antigens it was possible to develop specific antibodies. It is assumed that this phenomenon happens in atopic children with it's diagnostic and therapeutic importance.